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FORUM DEVELOPMENT UPDATE  

Author: Steve Head  

Firstly, many thanks to Catherine Burton for putting this newsletter together.  Getting major 
Forum tasks like this distributed among our membership is one of the most fundamental 
goals of the development project, making the Forum less dependent on its increasingly 
bemused and eccentric Coordinator.  Similar thanks go out to the triune of Helen Bostock, 
Jan Miller and Caroline Ware, who put together and managed our highly successful recent 
conference themed around wildlife in productive gardens. 

The Autumn conference will be on October 21st , and will be the first we have held outside 
London and the South East.  It will be in the Coventry University Hospital and is themed 
around the very important issues of wildlife gardening, green space and human health and 
wellbeing.  The conference being organised by Ambra Burls, Woody Caan and David 
Schofield of our Human Health and Wellbeing working group, and is taking place at the site 
of a major development in the national “NHS Forest” programme, which is aiming to make 
better use of the NHS’s substantial land holding to benefit people and the environment. 

We have made considerable progress with our Working Groups, and now only the Planning 
and Horticulture groups await their inaugural meetings. It’s good to have the reports below 
which tell you about what the groups are identifying as priorities.  We have applied for 
membership of Wildlife and Countryside LINK, an NGO-coordinating organisation which 
helps conservation charities work together effectively to lobby government.  Dr Andrew 
Salisbury will represent the Forum on one of the LINK Working Groups. 

There has been a good deal of progress with the website, and most of the page structure is 
now in place and ready to be filled with text and pictures.  The site will eventually have over 
130 pages, which will be accessed hierarchically by “drilling down” through topics, hopefully 
allowing people to select the level of depth of information they find appropriate.  The site will 
contain lots of links to our partners’ websites where they already cover topics like garden 
birds very well.  We will also give links to original research papers and review articles 
whenever possible, and give access to the Natural England guidance leaflets partly written 
by Forum members.  The main aim of the website is to provide clear evidence based 
information to help gardeners make informed choices - and to show the world the Forum 
exists. 
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Here is a sneaky peeky at the top of the Home Page: 

The large wide picture below the top menu bar is  one of a series that appear in animated 
sequence at the top of the Home Page.  I am looking for as many attractive pictures as you 
can provide to add into this front page animation, and to serve as static pictures at the top of 
other menu and information pages.  They need to be about four times wider than high, so 
either high resolution images that can be cropped to fit, or “Panorama” pictures which the 
iPhone camera does really well - the shot above is a 180o panorama in my own garden.  For 
the front page, really attractive garden views would be ideal, but we will need similar wide 
pictures throughout the site, so pictures of habitats, activities, animals and plants would be 
really helpful. 

 

All pictures must be supplied on a copyright-free basis, but all photographers will be 
acknowledged in a text box that appears as you “hover” the cursor over the picture.  Please 
send your offerings to me at wlgf@stephenmhead.com  
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WGF Working Group Updates 

We had our first meeting at the end of May and our actions at this stage are based around 
mapping and research to make sure we focus our strategy in an informed way. We had 
great support from the members both in contributing to the meeting and taking away tasks. 
Initially the tasks include: the creation of a discussion paper on what the key areas are that 
we want to educate people about; investigations into how standards for NVQ’s are set and 
who is involved in setting these standards; mapping potential partners and other 
organisations in the sector; looking into existing schemes that engage specifically with the 
corporate sector; we also need to do more research into the range of courses and career 
routes available to those coming into the sector. 

 

This group has a number of ways that they want to inform the website and put forward 
projects for further funding. It is an exciting time and the team brought many of their own 
ideas to the table, which will be prioritised once we have our evidence base. We are keen to 
make contact with schools and education organisations that are working to raise awareness 
of the value of gardening for wildlife. Thank you to everyone who has contributed so far and 
I look forward to making contact with you all again shortly. 

 

Education and Training 

Author: Ruth Staples-Rolfe 

Members of the WGF Research working group have a background in scientific research and 
interpretation. The groups primary aim is to inform the Forum’s priorities for research and 
interpret and disseminate evidence based information on wildlife gardening.  

An interesting, informative and enjoyable meeting of the Research Working group was held 
at the Royal Horticultural Societies offices at Vincent Square 8th March 2013. Nine members 
of the group attended.  

At the meeting an update was given on the Plants for Bugs experiment, inspired by the 
WGF and being run by the RHS at Wisley Garden. The designed experiment is investigating 
the effects of garden plant origin on invertebrate biodiversity. There are plots containing 
groups (treatments) of British native plants, plants native to the northern hemisphere and 
plants native to the southern hemisphere. The project is now in its 4th year of invertebrate 
recording and it is expected that results will be submitted for peer-reviewed publication in 
2014, this will be followed by interpretation for the gardener. Early ‘look-see’ analysis 
indicates that all the treatments support a wide range of invertebrates but there are 
differences in the numbers of some invertebrates on the different plant groups. These 
results require further analysis and interpretation. See http://www.rhs.org.uk/Gardening/
Sustainable-gardening/Plants-for-bugs for more details. 

 

 

Research 

Author: Andrew Salisbury 
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Mark Goddard provided an update of the Urban Pollinators project, a collaboration between 
University of Bristol, The University of Edinburgh, University of Leeds and University of 
Reading see http://www.bristol.ac.uk/biology/research/ecological/community/pollinators for 
more details. 

The WGF website project was discussed and the research working groups is involved in 
ensuring that the content website project  is accurate and evidence based including links to 
reliable external sources of information. 

Discussions followed on research needs relating to garden wildlife. These needs include a 
citizen science project into looking at good garden plants for pollinators. It is hoped that a 
protocol will be developed in future which can be issued in multiple outlets (magazines, web 
surveys etc.), including the forums own website.  

Other projects discussed included the need to assess the effects of garden chemicals 
(pesticides and fertilizers) on wildlife; investigating management regimes to encourage 
wildlife management in lawns and ponds; the effects of urbanisation on wildlife, an 
assessment of which exotic/non-native garden plants are used as food by larvae of 

A large part of gardening is about plant choice. We live in a nation of gardeners and plants-
people, and a vast range of cultivars is available in the nursery trade. Just take a look at the 
RHS Plant Finder1. Many home gardeners have a high level of knowledge and expertise 
about their favourite plants and how to grow them.   

However we don’t have the same level of knowledge about the qualities of particular 
species or cultivars when it comes to their usefulness for wildlife. Although there are various 
lists around in books and on websites, lists of plants that are supposedly good for birds, or 
Lepidoptera, or whatever, we don’t know on what basis many of these lists were derived, 
and whether they were based on sound scientific principles of unbiased observation or 
whether they are just based on anecdotal evidence (or copied from other books!) 

Let me develop my theme with an example. There are some very popular large genera with 
many cultivars, such as roses. But we know little about their wildlife- friendliness. The genus 
Rosa contains literally thousands of hybrids, and this is surely one of the most popular 
genera in the world for gardeners. We can be sure that gardeners will continue to buy and 
plant roses. But roses get little mention in books on wildlife gardening, and wildlife gets little 
mention in books on growing roses.  We have to bridge that gap: researching and promoting 
the cultivars that will do something to benefit garden wildlife. The genus Rosa is such a 
good example because it contains hundreds of cultivars that apparently offer little or nothing 
for wildlife, but it also contains many that provide excellent sources of hips for birds, and 
various species and hybrids that are very popular with wild bees. Bumblebees will 
enthusiastically collect pollen from certain rose cultivars, indeed one of them, the famous 
climber called ‘Veilchenblau’ has been described as ‘bumblebee heaven’. But little of this 
information has been systematically researched and published. 

By now you have probably got the drift of what the plants and planting group is about. 

We aim to considerably improve the extent and reliability of the information about ‘wildlife-
friendly planting’ that is currently available, so that ultimately any garden owner or designer, 
whether they are planting  a period-style garden, a contemporary garden, the latest fad at 
Chelsea, or simply a balcony in a block of flats, can do it in a very wildlife–friendly way, to 

Plants and Planting 

Author: Marc Carlton 
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transform the horticultural landscape into a living landscape through their plant choice. 

 

The group has an ambitious agenda but is still very small. Nevertheless, in our first year we 
have teamed up with ‘Gardening Which?’ magazine on a reader’s trial to assess whether a 
set of sunflower cultivars are attractive to insects, and we recently drafted a submission to a 
consultation run by the Welsh Government on their ‘Pollinator Action Plan’. We would 
welcome more members to the group to help us move forward and expand our work further.  

Rosa ‘Veilchenblau’ (Sean O’ Hara) 
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Air Temperature regulation by urban trees and green 
infrastructure  

Author: Forestry Commission 

Urban trees can help combat climate change temperature rises in cities  

 
The vital role of urban trees in helping to lower temperatures in cities is described in a new 
publication by scientists from Forest Research, the research agency of the Forestry 
Commission. 

Built up urban environments can be as much as 9°C warmer than the surrounding area with 
buildings, road traffic and human activities all contributing to the ‘urban heat island’ effect. 
Vegetation, especially trees, has a crucial role to play in lowering temperatures by providing 
shade, reflecting sunlight and by evaporation. Strategic selection and placement of trees in 
cities can cool the air by between 2°C and 8°C which could reduce heat-related stress and 
premature human deaths during heat waves. 

Under the changing climate predicted for the UK there are likely to be an increasing number 
of incidences where the average daytime temperature is 30°C or above and the night time 
temperature exceeds 15°C for two consecutive days - the Department of Health threshold 
value for temperatures that could significantly affect health. While the South East, London, 
the East and West Midlands are projected to be the most vulnerable, excess deaths due to 
heat are forecast to increase in Scotland and Wales. The risks are greatest in large 
metropolitan areas such as London, Manchester and Birmingham.  

Dr Kieron Doick and Tony Hutchings from Forest 
Research have undertaken an extensive survey of 
research on the cooling effects of urban trees. In this 
review for the Forestry Commission, Air Temperature 
regulation by urban trees and green 2 infrastructure 
they examine how the type of tree, its planting 
location, together with the mix of vegetation and 
paved surfaces in greenspace all contribute to 
countering the effects of urban heat islands. 

One of the report’s authors, Dr Kieron Doick 
commented on the significance of this work, saying: 
“Around 20% of London is under the canopy of trees and about 38% of its land area is 
‘greenspace’. While we do not know what proportion of London’s population is cooled by 
these trees and greenspaces, greenspaces are recognised to lower local ambient air 
temperatures by 2 -8°C. If we assume that London’s trees and wider green infrastructure 
are preventing an additional 2°C of additional urban heat island warming; then the current 
provision of greenspaces in London may be saving 16-22 lives a day during spells of hot 
weather.  

“It is very appropriate that, during Climate Change Week, we recognise the important role 
that trees have to play in preserving and improving our quality of life as the climate changes 
and temperatures increase”. 

The report recommends that planners and developers can help to combat UHI by greening 
the urban environment giving priority planting to trees with large canopies. Greenspaces 
should be a minimum of 0.5 ha so that they have a significant effect on cooling beyond their 
boundaries. 
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London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games - Green 
Infrastructure Case Studies  
Author: Natural England 

There is universal agreement that the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games 
achieved the ambition of being the most sustainable Games ever. 

A hallmark of the Games has been to ensure that learning is captured and widely shared 
with the public and professionals. Natural England’s work with the Olympic Delivery 
Authority (ODA) and the London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games and their 
partners has been described in four green infrastructure case studies and two micro reports. 
These summarise how we worked together to secure a natural environment legacy. For 
more information and for copies of the case studies and two micro reports3, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Olympic Park Facts: 
 The Olympic Park site is 226 hectares in the Lower Lee Valley and was chosen to kick 

start regeneration in London’s East End and improve the lives of the local 
communities. 

 Before the Games the site was a mix of old industrial and abandoned buildings and 
polluted land. The River Leas was canalised, polluted and inaccessible but is now an 
attractive waterway running through the Park, 

 Over 5000 existing homes are now protected from flooding, and the design and 
planting will cope with climate change and provide increased shade. 

 The Olympic Park is the first to have a Biodiversity Action Plan. To date the park 
includes:  

 4000 trees planted 

 300,000 wetland plants 

 525 bird boxes 

 150 bat boxes 

 8 toadflax habitat patches 

 4 grass snake egg laying sites 

 2 kingfisher nesting banks 

 2 sand martin banks 

 2 otter holts 
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Gardens Wildlife Day 
Author: Goole. Howden Courier. 

 

[This local news story jumped out at me recently as a great example of how an ‘open 
gardens’ scheme can be used to great effect in encouraging wildlife gardening, especially 
when other local organisations can get involved …..] 

A woman who has been encouraging wildlife into her four acre garden for over 35 years 
recently held a Wildlife Day at Stillingfleet, just outside Selby 4. 

Vanessa Cook, hosted the day in the hope it will enthuse people about the wildlife in their 
gardens and provide them with practical tips on how to share even the smallest of spaces 
with animals, birds and insects. Vanessa believes there are simple things we can all do to 
provide food and habitats for a healthy ecosystem in any space. She said: “Everyone can 
be a wildlife gardener. Whether you are an expert gardener or you are someone who enjoys 
growing plants in patio pots. And this day is about showing you how. It’s very practical with 
lots of experts providing advice.” 

Gardeners are in the front line of the battle to preserve nature; particularly species that are 
under threat. The UK’s 15 million gardens already provide important homes for wildlife. But, 
with many countryside creatures in decline like the common frog, song thrush, hedgehog 
and bee, more needs to be done in to provide the right conditions for them to survive in our 
domestic gardens. 

The garden also provides an ideal place for the Hedgehog Society to release rescued 
hedgehogs and the Butterfly Conservation regularly trap moths for identification purposes. 
There are also rare and unusual hens, some of which are free to roam in the gardens, and 
five beehives. “Forty years ago when we came to Stillingfleet our approach to gardening 
was not at all main-stream. We are now happily ‘on trend’. What gardener now wants to be 
anything other than organic and wildlife-friendly?” said Vanessa 

Groups involved in the day included: Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, Hedgehog Society, British 
Trust for Ornithology, Yorkshire Mammal Group, Butterfly Conservation, Selby Wildlife 
Group, Wolds Barn Owl Group and a host of other experts and provided advice on growing 
wild flower meadows, demonstrated bird-ringing, examined owl pellets, took visitors on 
dragonfly and bumblebee identification walks, looked at moths and answered questions 
about bee keeping. 

[Note from Steve Head: This is a brilliant example of the sort of Open Gardens scheme the 
Forum could consider promoting, either with or in parallel with the Yellow Book scheme, so 
that people can visit a local garden and be inspired by the owner - and see that a wildlife 
garden is still an attractive garden for people. Would you consider having an Open Day?] 
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Garden BioBlitz 2013 
Author: The Garden BioBlitz Team 

A massive thank you to everyone who took part in the Garden BioBlitz. We've received 
thousands of records already; from worms in Cornwall to a Pine Martin in Scotland, but we 
know you've got loads more still to send us! It doesn't matter if you only saw a handful of 
things, your records are valuable and we'd love to hear from you - See more at: http://
www.naturewatched.org/gbb.html#sthash.CeonMczb.dpuf 

This year’s Garden BioBlitz was a great success with hundreds of people recording wildlife 
over a 24 hour period in their back gardens.  Records were submitted and photos tweeted 
throughout the day. Records continue to pour in so you can see the progress of the BioBlitz 
at http://www.brc.ac.uk/iRecord/garden-bioblitz-info. As it stands Berkshire leads the Vice-
County League table with 533 species recorded, Surrey is second on 525 and Dorset third 
with 443 species.  
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PlantLife’s Bee Scene 
Author: Katie Cameron , Communications & Outreach Support Officer  

Based on our Bee Scene survey, our scientific report writing competition provides prizes for 
schools and individual pupils using the Bee Scene survey and encourages investigative 
writing, comparative skills, analysis and prediction.  

There is a report writing frame to support those visiting a single site and a support writing 
frame to support those comparing multiple sites (e.g. woodland and grassland or moorland 
and school grounds) or the same site but at slightly different times (e.g. comparing April and 
June).. 

An Excel spreadsheet has been set up so that pupils can enter data easily and graphs are 
automatically generated of results so that they can be easily compared. 

These are all on the Bee Scene pages: www.wildaboutplants.org.uk/beescene  
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Essex Wildlife Trust’s ‘The Wind in the Willows’ Wildlife Garden 
Opening this Summer 
Author: The Wildlife Trusts 

Situated outside the Hanningfield Reservoir Visitor Centre, is The Wind in the Willows 
Wildlife Garden.  The garden is still in progress but is due to open this Summer.  

A large proportion of our Living Landscape is people’s back gardens so the aim of the 
project is to give examples of wildlife friendly features that can be copied and adapted in 
your own garden.   

The area is wheelchair accessible with a raised herb bed, wildflower meadow, examples of 
wildlife friendly planting, hedgehog house, pond, bird feeding area and insect hotel.   

Look out for signs of our friends from The Wind in the Willows at Hanningfield Reservoir 
Visitor Centre and Nature Reserve5, Hawkswood Road, Downham, Billericay, Essex. CM11 
1WT. 01268 711001. Opening hours 9am–5pm daily.  

5 h p://www.essexwt.org.uk/reserves/hanningfield‐reservoir  



 

  

Bumblebee Conservation Trust Local Authorities Pack 
Author: Bumblebee Conservation Trust 

This very useful pack may be centred on bumbles but is a brilliant model for how to 
approach Local Authorities on all Green Infrastructure issues. It is availabale on the web at 
http://bumblebeeconservation.org/images/uploads/Local_authorities_pack_full.pdf . There is 
also a blog forum for volunteers at: http://bumblebeeconservation.org/forum/
viewthread/1133.  
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The guide can be used to help you ask your local authority to be more bee-friendly. It has 
information on who to contact, how to get support for your cause, and how to proceed with a 
campaign. It also has information on how you can set up a group to allow you to do some 
work to make your local area better for bees.  

 

Bumblebees and Local Authorities: The guide is designed to be read by decision makers in 
local authorities. It gives examples of some easy things that can be done to help bees, 
including case studies from areas where these have worked. Once you find out who to 
speak to, you can send this to them.  

 

We would like to say at this point that changes will not take place overnight and it is 
important to keep this in mind. Local authorities often plan their planting and mowing 
regimes a year in advance so you are embarking on a long term collaboration. With that 
said, the sooner you get started, the sooner you will see changes appearing.  

 

A project like this can be a hugely rewarding experience and it’s great to feel part of 
something that brings people together, affects change (no matter how small) and inspires 
other communities to do the same.  

 

 

 

 



 

  

Public urged to use smartphone app to aid bee scientists 
Author: Rebecca Smithers, The Guardian 

Members of the public are being urged to photograph bees and send the 
data to scientists via a new smartphone app as part of a national drive to 
help protect pollinating insects. 

The citizen science project is backed by supermarket chain Waitrose, 
which has worked with environment charity Earthwatch to develop the free 
app, through which smartphone users can help collect data about the bees, 
beetles, hoverflies and other pollinating insects in their gardens and which 
plants they prefer to visit the most. 

The data will be fed in to a University of Sussex research project – funded 
by the crown estate – which aims to create a more detailed national picture on pollinator 
activity and help secure a future for bees by understanding better the plants and flowers that 
encourage them into our gardens. 

It will be analysed by the University's Laboratory of Apiculture and Social Insects (LASI) – 
the largest research group in the UK studying honey bees and other social insects. 

The first phase of the project has been timed to coincide with the UK flowering season 
which, after a cold start, is finally underway. 

The app has been developed by Earthwatch, which has been developing global science 
research projects for over 40 years. It can be downloaded for Android and iOS devices from   
http://www.waitrose.com/bees.   The app, called Bee-Friend Your Garden, does not require 
any wildlife knowledge and it is hoped it will generate hundreds of thousands of pollinator 
observations 

through the summer. 

Pollinating insects such as bees, birds, butterflies and moths are increasingly under threat, 
but vital for food production. 

One of every three bites of food comes from plants pollinated by honeybees and other 
pollinators. 

David Croft, Waitrose director of quality and technical, said: "We had a strong and positive 
reaction to our decision to stop using three types of neonicotinoid pesticides this year. 
Through this app we're aiming to further influence this important issue' 

Rival supermarket Sainsbury's is also attempting to try to reverse the decline of pollinating 
bees - and so-called 'solitary' or mason bees in particular - by installing 'bee hotels' at its 
stores alongside nectar-rich plants, flowers and herbs 6. It now has bee hotels installed at 
109 stores. 

Simon Barnes of Earthwatch added: "Citizen science is a powerful tool as data is collected 
on a large scale. Once we understand more about bee-friendly plants in people's gardens 
we can look at how to optimise that number, which will ease some of the pressure on 
pollinators. " 
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Charity GreenSpace closes 
Author: Michael Rowan, Chair of Trustees, Paul Bramhill, CEO 

[This press release was issued on 21st March this year. It is a great shame the charity has 
been forced to close because of the economic situation, and at a time when we in the 
Forum were proposing to establish linkages with their work.  Do Forum readers know of 
other organisations supporting Parks, and is this an area where we should consider taking 
an interest?] 

 

GreenSpace is the national charity that has championed the revitalisation and resurgence of 
parks and green spaces over the past 12 years.  

However, over the past year there have been devastating budget cuts to local authority 
funds and this, combined with the reduction in government grants, has meant they have had 
to make significant cuts to parks services.  

GreenSpace has relied on membership and grants and therefore it too has been hard hit. It 
is with great regret that due to this reduction in funding we have to announce that the charity 
GreenSpace will shortly cease trading. 

The charity now has 10 working days from Monday 18th March during which time it will seek 
to identify organisations that want to take on any or all of its assets or intellectual property. 

Trustees and staff are proud of all the work that GreenSpace has done over the years and, 
in particular, would like to thank everyone who has supported and worked with the charity. 
We feel we have made a significant contribution, encouraging both practitioners and 
communities to work together towards the common aim of improving their local places. 

We have partnered organisations and communities across the country to create Love Parks 
Week, which has highlighted the benefits of parks and attracted around 1.5 million people 
into parks during this one week. We have championed quality parks with our support for 
Green Flag and we have helped communities have their say on their local park through the 
GreenSTAT online system. 

We continue to get praise for GreenPlaces magazine that is read throughout the world and 
is unique in its breadth and style. More recently we have encouraged cities to look at new 
ways of raising monies and created the GreenPlaces Fund which we hope may continue 
with another organisation. 

In this time of austerity parks and green spaces remain an essential asset to every city, 
providing a place for everyone to exercise and enjoy. GreenSpace staff have lived and 
breathed parks over the last 12 years and during this time nearly 50 dedicated people have 
worked with enormous dedication for the charity. 

We hope their legacy will be that others will take up this mantle and continue to champion 
the importance of quality parks and green spaces for society in the future. 
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Gardeners needed for input into climate change survey 
Author: University of Reading 

The Royal Horticultural Society has commissioned a study to investigate how gardeners are 
responding to the challenges of climate change and climate variability, based on a survey of 
gardeners across the country. The last major assessment of climate change and gardens – 
Gardening in the Global Greenhouse – was published in 2002, and there have been 
considerable advances in our understanding of climate change and adaptation since 
then. This new study will look at how gardeners are responding to changes and see if they 
have been provided with the right information and guidance to enable them to plan for the 
future. 

 

Dr Claudia Bernardini, a climate change plant scientist at the University of Reading and 
RHS, said: "Over the past three winters many optimistic gardeners have seen borderline 
hardy plants such as the Canary Island Date Palm (Phoenix canariensis), Soft tree fern 
(Dicksonia antarctica) and Hardy banana (Musa basjoo) killed by severe frosts and snow. 
Yet, despite this, climate models continue to predict a warming of the climate and we are 
told to prepare for much hotter summers in the medium term. 

"The Royal Horticultural Society with the University of Reading are now launching a survey 
to better understand how individual gardeners are reacting to these difficult growing 
seasons and to discover whether they have been provided with the knowledge they need to 
plan their gardening for the future. 

"The latest projections indicate that the climate is likely to affect gardens and gardening in a 
significantly different way than that predicted in 2002." 

The results of the survey will help researchers understand the perceived effects of climate 
change and the individual's response to those changes. The results will be used alongside 
the latest climate models to produce a new report to support British gardeners and the 
horticulture industry. 

"Whether you are a keen gardener or new to gardening, whether you visit parks and public 
gardens regularly or just occasionally, we would like to hear your view and personal 
experience of the effects of a changing climate," Dr Bernardini added. 

[The survey is now closed since they have reached their target of 1000 responses. You can 
however read about the issues at http://www.rhs.org.uk/Gardening/Sustainable-gardening/
Gardening-in-a-changing-climate ] 

 

Note: there is a lot of interest on the impact of climate change on UK Gardens.  The 
Plantlightly 7 blog offers some interesting comments on climate change gardening from an 
organic growing perspective. Quite a discussion has developed on allotments4all 8 following 
the posting of our survey. One of the longer running blogs on climate change and gardening 
is My Climate Change Garden 9. 
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One of our talented volunteers is producing an instrumental 
album inspired by the sounds of bumblebees and nature. 

100% of the net proceeds from The Manuka Project's 12-track 
album will be donated to the Bumblebee Conservation Trust to 
support our work for Britain’s bumblebees.  

For more information about this exciting project and to find out 
how you can get your hands on a copy and other fundraising 
exclusives, please visit  http://www.pledgemusic.com/

The Manuka Project 

Author:  Bumblebee Conservation Trust 

Correction to last issue! 
Author: Steve Head 

“Thanks to Maureen Rainey of Kent Wildlife Trust for spotting a cockup error by Steve in her 
article in the last Newsletter:” 

Hi Steve—It seems to be the month for mislabelling of images.  Unfortunately, you have 
labelled the Pyracantha berries as cotoneaster too.   

This is the left illustration on Page 3 of the newsletter and does indeed show Pyracantha 
which Maureen wisely advocates as a replacement to cotoneaster. 

Here is a true pic of Cotoneaster horizontalis from Wikimedia Commons: 
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FREE Trees for Bees 

Author:  Woodland Trust 

The Woodland Trust is giving away free trees for bees to schools, community and youth 
groups 10. 

Each spring and autumn the Woodland Trust supplies free tree packs to community groups, 
schools and youth groups across the UK. Packs enable groups to plant more trees, woods, 
copses and hedges in the shared spaces of their local areas. Helping support small-scale 
woodland creation, they complete our range of woodland creation offers. The tree packs are 
available in a choice of three sizes – small (30 trees), medium (105 trees) and large (420 
trees) and come in a choice of themes – small copse, small hedge, wildlife, year-round 
colour, wild harvest, wetland and wood fuel. 

They are designed to help groups choose the right species mix for their local area, and to 
appeal to the different motivations groups have to plant trees.  To secure a pack you must 
contact the Trust before 13th September. 
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Major new BBC season set to reveal wonders of UK’s remarkable 
wildlife 

The BBC has announced a special season of programming and showcase events that will 
celebrate the UK’s unique and extraordinary wildlife. The Summer of Wildlife 11 season will 
harness the power of much-loved BBC programmes as well as creating ground-breaking 
new content. The aim is to inspire and galvanise people to discover more about the 
incredible species and habitats on their doorstep. 

BBC Learning is at the heart of the season, co-commissioning programming with BBC One, 
BBC Two and CBBC, and bringing it together with major events across the UK, must-have 
materials, and an online experience that will reveal the nation’s wildlife in a new light. Abigail 
Appleton, Head of Commissioning for BBC Learning, said: "We want the season to inspire 
audiences right across the UK – whether they live in cities, towns or the countryside – to get 
closer to our extraordinary wild neighbours. 

"The season features wonderful content across TV, radio and online and the chance to see 
some of our best known wildlife presenters and experts close up at BBC live events. There 
will also be hundreds of other local wildlife activities and events run by our partners. By the 
end of the summer, we hope millions of people will have discovered more about UK wildlife, 
know how to recognise and spot animals, and understand what we can do to help protect 
this country's unique species.”. To learn more about how to get involved in the Summer of 
Wildlife and find local events being run by partner wildlife organisations go to bbc.co.uk/
summerofwildlife. 

Pressures on pollinators, responses and ac on 12 

Author: Dr Robert Bloomfield 

The threat of the collapse in pollinating insect populations is confirmed as a worldwide 
problem according to the latest meta-review of research literature. Threats to an ecosystem 
service: Pressures on p ollinators by AJ Vandenburg and his co-authors was published in 
the April 22 edition of Frontiers of Ecology and Environment 13.  The paper comes after 
recent House of Commons Environment Select Committee criticism of the UK Minister for 
Environment who had argued that there was insufficient evidence of the impact of systemic 
insecticides (neonicotinoids) on Honey bees to justify measures to restrict their use. 

Among its overall conclusions the paper highlights that even if domestic bees were not 
affected by the same issues it would be impossible to use them to significantly replace the 
pollination services agricultural systems gain from native insect species such as wild bees, 
flies, butterfly and moths .  It identifies the principal drivers of decline as, habitat and land 
use change leading to reduction in natural variety and seasonal availability of food plant 
species; agro-chemical impacts, particularly biocides; and the spread of pests and 
pathogens. As with several papers on the issue recently the scientists have put much 
energy into highlighting areas of uncertainty and recommending more research, which of 
course keeps scientists busy. The paper highlights no single smoking gun and instead 
points to the complexity of the issues in the field where for example changes that are very 
negative for one pollinator, such as the introduction for of a new crop, may be beneficial to 
another. However it also highlights that the individual threats are likely to combine and 
exacerbate negative impacts. 

The paper does also offer some ‘perspectives for decision making’. The first  highlights that 
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land management practices which encourage landscape integrity, biodiversity and 
ecological networks to provide for the breeding and feeding needs for pollinators are 
significant. This concurs with the policy emphasis in the England White Paper on 
Environment which emphasises the importance of landscape level ecology and improving 
ecological networks. So this approach in the UK at least has policy support and there are 
many options which could be pursued to help mitigate against the loss of breeding and 
feeding resources. Such actions are already encourages 
through initiatives such  Conservation Grade Farming which encourages the set aside and 
reserving of field boundaries to support pollen and nectar rich wild flowers. 

The paper also highlights the need for insect disease management on multiple fronts – 
pointing out understanding the host and pathogen relationship and the role of vectors 
across many species is not trivial. This is an area where significant ongoing research will be 
needed with perhaps incremental potential for improvements over the longer term, however 
this seems to be insufficient alone to significantly reverse current trends. 

This brings us on to the third area, the question of agro-chemical risks. While the paper 
does not point to pesticides and 
neonicotinoid varieties as the primary 
cause it gives no support for the status 
quo and inaction. It highlights that current 
pesticide application guidelines are 
intended to minimise lethal impacts on 
honey bees but do not necessarily protect 
other pollinators with different 
physiologies, behaviours and 
phenologies. This is significant as less 
than 12% of  UK crops are estimated to 
be actually pollinated by honey bees, by 
far the greater part of the pollination of 
commercial crops is actually carried out 
by wild insect species. Clearly reducing pesticide impacts on them would be a a highly 
effective strategy for protecting pollination services. 

Furthermore much of the insecticide testing has not looked significantly at sub-lethal 
impacts. There is evidence that low doses for example impact bee learning and hence 
foraging behaviours, which would effectively reduce the energy accessible to the hive and 
its social organisation. Similarly there has been limited research on such issues as sub-
lethal impact on insect immune and reproductive systems or for example o reproductive 
success. It would be rather unusual if ‘sub-lethal doses’ (chronic poisoning) did not produce 
effects (for example DDT, before it was banned, had massive impacts on birds not just 
through adult mortality but through the thinning of bird egg-shells which significantly lowered 
reproductive success). 

So while the paper does not point a smoking gun at biocides it does strongly point to 
minimising their impacts. There are a variety of options for this including seeking to 
implement alternative approaches such as biological and integrated methods of control and, 
rather than routine precautionary applications, improve the level of pest monitoring in the 
field and use pesticide responses only as a necessary resort. Specific issues and potential 
in this areas were highlighted in my February report on potential benefits of better 
integrated pest management over pesticide dependent systems 14. This highlights that there 
are options which would make pesticides a less significant factor in the pollination services 
equation – the main issue is political will. 
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State of Nature Report published 

Author:  RSPB 

For the first time ever, the UK’s wildlife organisations have joined forces to undertake a 
health check of nature in the UK and its Overseas Territories. 

Working side-by-side, 25 wildlife organisations have compiled a stock take of all our native 
wildlife. The report reveals that 60 per cent of the species studied have declined over 
recent decades. More than one in ten of all the species assessed are under threat of 
disappearing from our shores altogether. However, the report illustrates that targeted 
conservation has produced inspiring success stories and, with sufficient determination, 
resources and public support, we can turn the fortunes of our wildlife around. 

Get the report at http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/stateofnature_tcm9-345839.pdf 

Urban areas contain about 80% of the human population, with densities varying widely 
both within and between urban areas. Obviously, urban areas contain buildings, roads 
and other elements of the built environment, but also – crucially for wildlife – open spaces 
such as parks, woodlands, playing fields, gardens and allotments. For some species, 
urban areas are becoming more important due to the loss of suitable habitat elsewhere – 
garden ponds may be refuges for amphibians such as common frogs, toads and newts, 
for example. 

 

 

 

 

Comments from Steve Head: 
 
This is im portant work, and acknowledge ments of the role of gardens in biodive rsity 
conservation are made, including Jenny Owen s evidence for the decline of many insects 
groups over the last 30 years. 

 

However -there is some typical NGO tendency to use numbers in an alarmist way e.g.: 

 

“An estimated 55,000 non-native plant species are grown in UK gardens, many of 
which could join the 1,300 or so non-native plants that have been recorded 
growing wild in the UK”.  

 

This implies a huge pro blem, but most of the plants in gard ens “have already tried” and 
only a tiny proportion of “escapees”  are any sort of proble m. A high pro portion of garden 
species are of west  or south European origin and could be a valuable floral resource to 
replace any native spe cies which are driven north by significant climate change. In a 
depauperate countryside, domestic gardens with non-native plants can be a better source 
of forage for bees and other insects in high summer that the surrounding countryside 15. 
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There is also some tendency to down-play the diversity or value of gardens - e.g.: 

 

“During Jennifer Owen’s remarkable and comprehensive 30-year study of the wildlife 
in her garden, she found more than 2,600 species, with many more unidentified. 
Although we cannot generalise from this one site, her study demonstrates the sheer 
wealth of wildlife that can exist on our doorsteps.” 

 

The data Jenny collected give statistically solid estimates of total species number in 
gardens as exceeding 8,000 insects alone. As for “cannot extrapolate from one site”- this 
was a deliberately thoroughly representative garden and it remains pretty much the only 
such study not just nationally but globally. The onus is now on sceptics to show why this 
result should be considered atypical, not for others to prove it is typical. However on this 
matter, the Sheffield University BUGS 2 study showed garden wildlife parameters were 
pretty consistent across 6 UK cities including Leicester where Jenny Owen’s garden was 
located 16. 

 

16 See for example Loram, A., Thompson, K., Warren, P.H. & Gaston, K.J. (2008) Urban domes c gardens 
(XII): The richness and composi on of the flora in five ci es. Journal of Vegeta on Science 19, 321‐330. 
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RSPB urges Bri sh public to create one million ‘homes for nature’ 

Author:  Kara Moses, Guardian.co.uk 

The RSPB is urging the public to create 1m new "homes for nature" in its most ambitious 
campaign to date, prompted by an unprecedented study of UK wildlife in May which 
revealed that 60% of all species are in decline. 

"Nature in the UK is in trouble and some of our more familiar garden species are amongst 
those suffering serious declines," said the RSPB chief executive, Mike Clarke. "Gardens 
provide a valuable lifeline for species like starlings, toads, hedgehogs and butterflies, which 
are struggling to find homes in the wider countryside." 

The wildlife charity hopes to help slow the decline of UK species by encouraging people to 
create wildlife habitats in their gardens or outside spaces by putting up nest boxes, digging 
ponds, planting useful flowers or avoiding activities such as mowing lawns too often or 
tidying up twigs and leaves. 

The landmark State of Nature report (see above) found that one in three species have 
halved in number in the past half century and one in 10 are at risk of extinction. Causes 
identified include intensification of farming, building development, overfishing and climate 
change. All species are in danger of further declines unless more is done to provide better 
habitats, the charity warned. 

Clarke said: "Although the overall problem is huge, the solution can start on a small scale, 
right on our doorsteps. Our aim is to provide 1m homes for nature across the UK, because 
if there's no home for nature, then there's no nature – it really is that serious." 

"Gardens acts as important refuges and hold remarkable diversities of species," said Prof 
William Sutherland at the University of Cambridge 17. "Small changes in how gardens are 
managed could make a real difference, so this campaign has to be good news. The 
challenge is to ensure that the measures used are effective – some popular techniques 
simply don't work, such as adding bumblebee nest boxes or sticking falcon silhouettes onto 
windows to prevent collisions." 

"Everyone has a part to play and it is in all of our interests to put wildlife back on the map," 
said Paul Wilkinson, head of living landscape for the Wildlife Trusts, which contributed to 
the State of Nature report. "Wildlife gardening can make a surprisingly big difference which 
is why we have been working on it for so long up and down the UK, and in partnership with 
Royal Horticultural Society. The more hands to the pump, the better; the more people who 
are engaged, the greater the potential benefit for wildlife." 

 

 

Thanks to all our contributors: please do 
remember to send in all your articles, news, 

events and rantings to: 
wlgf@stephenmhead.com 
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